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company H&R Block | Brand 17 

market Corporate - Retail

location Nationwide

product Moxie™ / Ethos™ / Vivid™

project profile

For more on this project and additional stories

like this one visit our blog at www.takeform.net/blog

Takeform is uniquely capable of

delivering this aesthetically and

logistically demanding project.

Exacting brand standard and

meeting aggressive installation

schedules requires well-coordinated

team-work at every stage.

 – Melissa Burritt
  Customer Experience Manager



For H&R Block a unique product set, exacting standards and an aggressive 

schedule required great teamwork at every stage. Working closely with 

H&R Block’s marketing team, we translated their brand to each 

unique office space. Our thorough prototyping ensured stringent 

quality and brand requirements were achieved. And to ensure 

hassle-free implementation, our project management team 

worked closely with Cushman & Wakefield and Jamco to 

coordinate over 500 installations from Alaska to Hawaii to 

Miami, and everywhere in between, in just six months.

500 offices.
6 months.

Nationwide.



Branding depth.  

Through our proven design process and 

in-depth testing, every element lived up to 

expectations – including this custom logo 

element; the exaggerated engraving effect 

epitomizes H&R Block’s well-known mark

in three dimensions.  

L E T T E R S  &  LO G O S
DETAILED ISOMETRIC



Your Story.

Our award-winning Vivid system does 

more than direct traffic. It tells a story. 

Vivid draws people through your 

space. It's the finishing touch that 

instills confidence in your guests — 

and inspiration in your staff. 
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Loud & Clear.

H&R Block’s guarantee greets customers loud and 

clear on vibrant Moxie graphics panels that bring the 

promise to life. A distinct breakdown of sizes, ranging 

from one-to-four panels, was designed to fit their 

wide range of office configurations. 
DETAILED ISOMETRIC



Mounted 56”  AFF



Adapting to fit the market.

Our people and product worked seamlessly to adapt to 

the needs of our client. For H&R Block, 30% of the target 

offices are located in Latino neighborhoods. We worked 

intuitively to deliver targeted graphics for each location 

with an adapted color palette resulting in a branded 

environment that speaks with the right voice. 



STANDARD OFFICES

LATINO OFFICES

MAGNETIC SURFACE DETAIL

29.5"

Uncompromised details.

These fabric wrapped, stainless steel boards were engineered 

and designed specifically to provide a sophisticated brand 

statement while providing a practical surface to post the latest 

offers and promotions inside of each meeting area.
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Design Manufacturing and installation 

are three key phases necessary to every 

successful project. Each requiring a 

unique set of capabilities. When phases 

are managed by different companies, 

you take on more risk and responsibility. 

Takeform is designed to provide you

a complete solution with distinct yet 

interconnected departments dedicated 

to each phase. They have their own 

unique skill sets, but all work together 

with a singlular focus on your project.

We call it Design-Build-Manage.

we handle everything.
Wayfinding projects are generally handled by two 

disconnected companies – a graphic designer and sign 

fabricator. This often turns oppositional.  And when things 

go wrong, you're caught in the middle. We're engineered 

to give you a seamless design-build solution resulting in a 

project that goes faster and costs less. It also means one 

company that's responsible for your project's success. And 

no less important, it assures the after-sale support – a 

valuable, yet often missing ingredient when sign design 

and manufacturing are disconnected.

Wayfinding

Branding

Design + Graphics

Fabrication

Installation

environmental
graphic design firm

typical sign
manufacturer

Wayfinding

Branding

Design + Graphics

Fabrication

Installation

After-sale Support

One Point Responsibility




